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Dear Sir,

This serves as our comment to the recently published consultation. We welcome the proposed introduction of new
chapters to the current Listing Rules as it can enrich the composition of listing applicantsin HKex and thus the
investment opportunities of fellow investors.
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response

Consultation Paper on Listing Regime - Huatai Financial

Biotech Coin anies

We understand there will be a minimum market capitalisation requirement for applicant under Chapter 3.8A. We
would like to clarify whether an applicant proposed to listed by way of H-share their non H-share can be count
towards such market capitalisation by reference to the IPO price in HK listing?

Given there are many Biotech companies already listed in Nasdaq and NEEQ in China, would Hkex considered their
application if they were to dual-listin HK using chapter, .8A?

Cornerston investors can not count towards public float while pre-IPO investors can. What is the rationale of such
and whether their stake can still count towards the minimum market capitalisation at the time of Listing, Can
companies listed under Chapter, .8A waive 25% public float require if they can achieve those big size IPO benchmark

WVR Structure

Understanding the WVR should cease under the circumstances as stated in clause 118 but whether Hkex will grant
any waiver if there are arrangement for "transfer between the original WVR beneficiaries" prior to Listing?

Once again we as a market proctioner appreciate the proposed amendment and hope it will bring more dynamic to
the stock market in HK.
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Disclaimer:

The information contained in this emailand/orits attachmenttSI is provided to you for information only and is notintended to or nor will it
create/induce the creation of any binding legal relations. The information or opinions provided in this email do not constitute an investment advice, an
offer or solicitation to subscribe for, purchase or sell dietnvestment productts) mentioned herein. It does not have any regard to your specific



investment objectives, financial situation and any of your particular needs, Accordingly, no warranty whatsoeveris given and noliability whatsoeveris
accepted for anyloss arising whether directly orlndirecrly as a resultof this Information. Investments are subject to investment risks including possible
loss of the principal amountlnvested. The value of the product and the Income from them may fall as well as rise. You may wish to seek advice rom an
independent financial adviser before making a commitment to purchase orlnvestin the investment product(s) mentioned herein. In the event that you
choose not to do so, you should consider whether the investment product(s) mentioned herein are suitable for you. Huatai Financial Holdings (Hong
Kong) Limited and/orits group companies and their content providers I"Parties") will not, In any event, be liable to you for any direct/indirect or any
other damages of any kind arising from orin connection with your reliance on any Information in and/or materials attached to this email. The
information and/or materials are provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express orimplied. In particular, no warranty regarding accuracy
or fitness for a purposeis givenin connection with such information and materials.
Confidentiality Note: . .

This e-mail and its attachment(SI may contain privileged or confidential information which is intended only for the use of the redpient(s) named
above. Ifyou have received this messageln error, please notify the sender immediately and delete allcopies of it. Ifyou are notche intended redpient,
you must riot read, use, copy, store, disseminate and/or disclose to any person this emailand any oilts attachment(s). Huatai Financial Holdings (Hong
Kong) Limited and/orits group companies and their content providers I"Parties"I will riot acceptlegal responsibility for the contents of this message.
Thank you for your cooperation.
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